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Senior Football Training Brings Big Scores
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It was a sunny Wednesday afternoon outside in the Final Four activity,
and the Seniors had come out to improve their game. The greatest thing
about Final Four is that it helps you bring your skill level up, rather than
just an ordinary match between two teams. The heat was pounding down on
the senior campers, but their perseverance meant that they weren’t going
to quit any time soon. In practice and warm up, there were a few stand-out
characters that stood apart from the rest. ANDREW BLECHMAN was on
his A-game, playing better than ever and testing his skills to the limit. It
Football Coach JULIUS ONI and ETHAN WAGMAN
chill out by the waterfront
was important for the guys to understand that a no-huddle offense
strategy was the key to success, and ANDREW helped demonstrate that very well. Two other well-deserved
mentions are NATHAN FRIEFELD and ETHAN WEISS. Both of these guys displayed amazing talent at
various positions in the field, and are ones to look out for when our inter-camp competitions get underway.
The new defensive line-up our team has is ‘the x-factor’, and one of the greatest formations that I’ve seen.
DYLAN FRIEDMAN plays that role excellently, and I personally would consider him as the team’s safety net.
This is the very same team that had destroyed Timberlane, so it’s noteworthy that the 61-0 win had boosted
the team both mentally and physically in training. JARED LOIBEN’s defensive work is second to none, and his
attributes make him a star player on the pitch, having great co-operative skills and a feel for the pitch that
allows him to know where his teammates are. When it comes to players on the line, TYLER KOELHER-DAVIS
provides the intimidating power that Menominee needs when facing up against any opposing team. Definitely
not a force to be reckoned with! I’m really happy about the team we’ve got this year. It’s a big improvement
on last year’s team, and the teamwork that the guys posses is incredible. We’re not going to be happy with
second place, we’re in it to win!
By JULIUS ONI
We’re Havin’ A Heat wave!

Shooting To Win
An impressive number of boys signed up for MCAA League Riflery, and under the
afternoon sun, they were covered by the shade of the firing range. Although the
reliving shade of the range helped out the accuracy, the heat was soon rising and the
pressure was on. Sharpshooter TODD LAZARUS was present, and the range is like a
second home to him. As always, TODD shot solidly, and retained some impressive
scores. BENJI GAU was another name to look out for, and his level of effort is
definitely worth a mention. Lucky Canteen no. 61
GUS MANRIQUE, SHANE OLSON, ZACH ZELMAN and WILL FRIEDMAN were all
aiming down the sights too, trying to beat TODD’s solid scores and shots. Eager faces
watched on awaiting their turn in the spotlight as they queued up to make every shot
count. Instructed by counselor ANDY SCHOFIELD and I, the talent that’s found in
the Longhorn league period offers a riveting competition!

By ISAAC JARMAN

As you all would have noticed, the sun’s
been out for the past few days, and its
been incredibly strong too. The past 3
days have been well into the 90s, and
it’s only just begun to cool off. The
weather predicts storms and thunder,
however the predictions are rarely right
as it’s so unpredictable. Although we’ve
experienced rain today, we’ll never know
what the next day holds. Hold on tight
to that water bottle.
By CHINMAY JAVERI

Tomorrow’s Weather
68 F

PARTLY CLOUDY
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It’s All At The Wall

By LEVI ’VICE’ PASIKOV & SAM ’SHARK’ GOODMAN

On an extremely sunny day in the Wichita State
activity period, we headed off to the Climbing Wall to
try and witness some people reach the top. When we
got there, we saw JEREMY SEGAL and DANIEL
GOLDSCHMIT climbing the log side of the wall. The
counselor present, CALUM MAKIN, made them an
offer they couldn’t resist. If they were able to make it
to the top, they’d each receive a free canteen.
Name: Conor Murphy
Age: 21
Originally from: London, UK
What’s your favorite sport?
Rugby
What’s your favorite activity at camp?
Zipline / Climbing
Who’s your favorite artist or band?
Pendulum or Jimmy Hendrix
What advice do you have for other (new)
campers?
You should try and do everything once, and
make sure to make some new friends too.
Best flavor of ice-cream?
Caramel
Why do you like visiting camp?
I love going to new places and also meeting
some great new people.
How many years have you been at camp?
This is my first year
If you were stuck with one CD for the rest
of your life, which one would it be?
The Hendrix Experience
The best movie of all time is… (and why)
Gladiator. There’s no explanation for this one, if
you’ve seen it you definitely know why!

ILLIAN FARBMAN tries his luck at the climbing wall

Both guys were displaying excellent teamwork, as
JEREMY and DANIEL were both helping each other up
if they were behind. JEREMY, being younger, was
struggling to get DANIEL up, but they were making
great progress. It was a struggle to get to the fourth
log, but both of them showed great determination, and
really did put in a lot of effort. Whilst trying to tackle
the remaining six logs, the boys had a plan. When
DANIEL reaches higher than JEREMY, he would wait
and let JEREMY use his knee as a step, and vice versa
when it was DANIEL’s turn to step up. With a helping
hand from JAKE ZWEIG, CONOR MURPHY and CALUM
MAKIN, the guys reached the 7th log just as General
was announced. Great job JEREMY and DANIEL! Next
time you can aim for the 10th log!

Just Over The Net
There’s always something interesting to watch in the
MCAA Leagues, and today was no different. I was
lucky enough to be holding the Junior and
Intermediate Nucomb match between Team Brown and
Team Rust. The sun was out and there was breeze
blowing; the perfect setting for a great match. The
match was extremely close, and Team Rust played very
well to snatch the first game from Team Brown’s
hands. However, star players TODD LAZARUS and
GAVIN BRAMWIT led the charge in the second game.
Fueled by the loss of the first game, the duo carried
Team Brown to a victory.
Team Rust were hit by the victory of the opposition,
but their strong teamwork and willpower allowed them
to pick themselves up from the loss. SAM GOODMAN
and BENJI FRIEDMAN of Team Rust shone through
the line-up, and demonstrated some excellent serves
and returns. In the end, the third game went to the
guys of Rust, and a well deserved win too. The boys of
Team Brown came very close. However a few
miscommunication errors cost them the match.
Congrats Rust!
By WILL ‘THE THRILL’ MULHERN
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